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introduction

• So, one of the conditions i was given
for speaking today was that i had to say
something controversial
• Easy! social games are not in fact
social
• Well, they are if you mean “games played
on social network sites”
• They’re not if you mean “games that rely
on a social component for their
gameplay”

The genre

• Social games difFer from casual games
• Social games are basically sOlo games
with a venEer of interpersonal contact
– Casual games don’t have that veneer

• The social aspect adds validity
– You can’t actually socialise through them

• It used to add virality, but that’s
not as efFective these days
– It’s almost as if players have become inured
to begging messages...

In/extrinsic

• Here’s a picture of some different people

• Different except they won olympic medals

In/extrinsic

• Intrinsic rewards are inherent to
an activity itself
– Eg. formulating a cunNing plan in chess

• Extrinsic rewards are acquired
for doing an activity
– Eg. phat lewt

• Unlike games in general, Social games
engage their players mainly through
extrinsic rewards
– Badges, achievements, rankings, medals...

aside

• The sucCesS of This approach has spun
off the entire gamification industry
• Games are play you can lose at
• Gamified activities are not play and you
can’t lose at them
• games tend to offer extrinsic rewards for
activities the player already finds fun
• In Gamification, receipt of the reward is
itself the source of the fun
– While the reward is treated as a reward...

goldfinger

• Here, have a gold star!

additionally

• Not only are social games not social,
many designers believe they’re not games,
either
• They have a point too
– Can you win a social game? Can you lose
one? So how can they count as games?

• Crucially, Social games lack gameplay
– Gameplay is an intrinsic reward thing

• So why do people play social games?
• Well, they value the extrinsic rewards

learning

• This isn’t going to last, though
• See, people are actually pretty smart
• They’re excellent patTern-matchers
and datA-procesSors
• If they repeat something – anything –
over and over, they eventually notice
• Then, they become bored and listleSs
• This applies to games just like it does
everything else

worse

• However, It applies more to social
games
– Extrinsic rewards only have value for
as long as players agrEe that they have
– When they realise that they don’t, oh dear...

• Bad: “this game is boring; i keep doing
the same old things and any progress i
make just leads to yet more work”
• Worse: “this new game is just like that
old game which quickly became boring”

Cross-level

• This pattern-matching can happen at any
level
• Mechanics: “this match-3 candy crush
saga mechanic is just like in bejewelled”
• Gameplay: “hey, this mmo crafting
window is basically just match-3”
• System: “oh, this new genre-based
mobile phone battle system is just like
with the match-3 rush all over again”

ultimately

• If people play a game enough then a
new game with the same mechanics
or gameplay or system will elicit
one of two responses:
– “i can see where this is heading and i don’t
want to go there”
– “i can see where this is heading and i want
to go there”

• For today’s social games, it will be
the former rather than the laTter

Next steps

• There will inevitably be a move from
extrinsic rewards to intrinsic rewards
– Intrinsic is where all the fun is

• But different people find different
things fun
• They’ll explore the games that offer
gameplay they personalLy find fun
• As a result, social games are beginning the
education of non-gamers, who will
thus come to want actual games

Example 1

• Example: Some people find interaction
with other players fun
– They’re ill-served by “social” games that treat
other people as resources to be mined
• especialLy once they notice that the moment
they pay for something in-game, the game gets
harder...

• These people want multi-player games

Example 2

• Example: some people find the problemsolving aspect of games fun
– They would happily download a game and
play it alone ofFline
– They only need the check-in validation that
a social aspect offers

• These people want multi-player GAMES

predictions

• social games will f r ag me n T as
players pursue their particular tastes
• We’re already seeing some efFects of this
– Casual games on social networks garnering
more players than social games

• Developers who are ready to receive the
newcomers should do weLl
– Or at least better than if they weren’t ready
– It now costs more to acquire a new player
than you can expect to earn from them

conclusion

• Social games aren’t social and they
aren’t games, but they are the
gateway to actual social games
• In the coming few years, we can expect
hundreds of milLions of newlyminted gamers to appear
• However, they won’t all want to play the
same games
• So choose a niche and get there first
– then wait for money to rain from the sky

